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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.5 

 

General 

� SSÖG-8DAC3J - In the Register Customer Order and Register Stock Order procedures an incorrect available 
balance could be displayed when the function "Show available balance on order rows" had been activated. 
The problem only occurred if the part was managed in an alternate unit and the part's default quantity was 
not changed. 

� MZEL-8FM96U - In the supplement Document Viewer could the PenSettings display an error message if you 
had selected different decimal separators in the computes Regional settings and the monitor.ini file (the 
PENSETTINGS section). 

� FPEN-8L7G2L - When you used the general Search function in lists, some values could be skipped over in 
columns with a "Drop down list box", this error only occurred when you made a search on the first value in 
the "Drop down list box". 

� TBOL-8LAAMH - Problems occurred when you unchecked Pattern search before the program had finished 
downloading and reading all the information. Now Pattern search only can be unchecked when the search is 
finished and the data is loaded. 

� SSTG-8LFB8P - News: We have developed a new component of the type Chart for the Start page; Purchase 
statistics. This component displays the purchase statistics per date. 

� SSTG-8LFFHW -  

� News: We have developed a new component of the type Chart for the Start page; Cost of Poor Quality. 
This component displays the registered cost for nonconformities per day, week or month. 

�  

� SSTG-8LVGDB - News: We have developed a new component of the type List for the Start page; 
Subcontract summary. This component displays the number of subcontracts and the cost for these in 
different stages. 

� AFOG-8N6BCG - News: Components on the Start Page will be updated and own settings will remain when a 
new version of MONITOR will be installed. 

� SSTG-8NMC25 - The background color on the drawings in the Document viewer didn’t always display the 
color you had selected. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Document Viewing. 

� BKNN-8NPEGV - The text on the Bulletin Board that can be displayed on the Start Page disappeared when 
you updated MONITOR. 

� BKNN-8NQDCY - The Accounts Payable- and Accounts Receivable Ledger procedures could sometimes 
display incorrect balance from the General ledger if you had activated "Reconciliation against general 
ledger". This error only occurred if there was a Periodic Statement year in the accounting. 

� SOLN-8NVC43 - Now will some more menu items be excludes when you update the system, because they 
are used for adapted Search Forms (Custom Reports) and shall not be changed by an update. 

� BKNN-8NWK3H - News: The component Monitor News on the Start Page can now be updated if you double-
click on the MONITOR logo in the upper left corner of the Start Page. 

� SSTG-8NXBB2 - News: The number of characters in the Serial number filed is increased to 20 in the 
following procedures: Arrival Reporting, Register Purchase Order and Delivery Reporting - Stock Orders. 

� CSIG-8P5EUV - Part names and Service names wasn’t possible to translate in systems without the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

� KJAN-8P9BR3 - The number of possible adaptations was limited to maximum 400, this number is 
increased. 
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� MZEL-8PCDZE - When you displayed some SolidWorks files in the Document Viewer, the text on the 
drawing was overwritten by other text. A new filter is added to solve this problem. 

� AFOG-8PGHAC - The Reporting guide was closed if you pressed the button OK in the message window 
when you reported problems that had occurred in MONITOR. 

� BKNN-8PGKDE - It wasn’t possible to export data from lists/list procedures to XML format. 

� MZEL-8PKEPB - The supplement Document Viewer could during certain circumstances shut down with a 
program error if you tried to display a file that was renamed or removed in Windows. 

� SSTG-8PLHPW - It wasn’t possible to delete all rows on the Rows tab on Purchase order, Customer order, 
Invoice, Quote and Inquiries. 

� AFOG-8PPGWK - The language files (language_XX.dat) were loaded over the network from the server 
instead of being loaded from the loacal folder. 

� FOHN-8PQKT9 - The Refill List - VMI procedure adds a link to customer order for OCA (a type of Order 
confirmation). The link became incorrect which resulted in a customer order number set to # in the export 
to file. 

� BKNN-8Q6KHX - The headings on the Start Page components weren’t aligned on the same height. The 
component Information about Run Netting will still not be correctly aligned, in order to display as much 
data as possible. 

Manufacturing 

� JLIN-8D2KFX - If you in the Recording Terminal procedure made material reporting manually on Parts with 
No Stock update, the Manufacturing order wasn’t updated with the consumed material quantity. 

� SSTG-8N6J8C - It was possible to save changes in the Preparation procedure if you used Save as… even if 
there was an Edit lock-up on the Part in question. 

Purchase 

� BKNN-8GQHJN - It was impossible to make a partial payment of a supplier invoice in the Payment 
Suggestions procedure if you used adaptation 5 (SEPA). 

� FPEN-8GXCWB - The printout of Purchase order in the Register Purchase Order procedure couldn’t handle 
more than 99 days Transport time. 

� SSÖG-8MYFL8 - The export function in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure did not function because 
the MEDI did not start automatically as is should. This problem occurred only if you changed warehouses 
by using the "house-button" to the left in the button menu. 

� SSTG-8NHEPQ - The Price Adjustment procedure didn’t take the Suppliers discount into account when you 
used the Agent to run the Price Adjustment procedure. 

� BKNN-8NHHGX - When you used direct integration of Supplier invoices to the accounting, problems could 
occur when saving the Invoice and the Voucher to the accounting. The error could appear in different ways, 
for instance was no Voucher crated or the Invoice wasn’t created when you registered/final coded the 
Invoice in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. 

� LAHM-8NUL3V - When you deleted supplier invoices in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure, a voucher 
wasn’t always crated for the deletion in the accounting. 

� KFTM-8NVB6D - The button "Distribute diff." didn’t work on the Order link tab in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure. 

� FOHN-8P2BHX - When you used the Import EDI Order Responses procedure, all new rows were recreated 
with new ior_id in the database, which as a consequence gave other incorrect results in MONITOR. 

� SSÖG-8P9HXY - The export from the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure was shut down with a 
program error if you exported to more than 100 suppliers at the same time. 
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Sales 

� JWEN-8F9LAW - Users that created Credit invoices in the Register Invoices Directly procedure locked the 
system for other users and made it impossible for them to save Customer orders. 

� SSÖG-8HNART - Previous Setup price was exported instead of the new Setup price in the Invoic file in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

� SSÖG-8L2B99 - If you had chosen to display row type 5 rows in the Order List – Sales procedure, all the 
row types 5 weren’t displayed if you for instance selected on Part number or Part code. 

� ÖBRN-8LUJQN - If you made a set-off on an On account payment to an advance invoice, it wasn’t 
displayed on the order that the advance payment was paid. 

� BSAN-8MTHLG - If you undid a reporting in the Delivery Reporting procedure by entering a negative 
quantity in the Quantity filed, linked additional texts weren’t automatically transferred to the invoice basis. 

� ÖBRN-8NMD42 - An error message could be displayed in some lists in the Invoicing Log procedure if you 
used the Info menu to filer the list. 

� FOHN-8NMHKR - Now will the Shipping agent's advice be loaded on the Customer order if it’s registered on 
the customer. 

� JLIN-8NVED8 - If you added rows in the Delivery Reporting procedure, you got focus on the last row when 
you changed back to normal mode. 

� ÖBRN-8NWECL - Incorrect value was displayed on the row on the Polish credit invoice if the Price each 
contained decimals. 

� BKNN-8NXBKV - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you in the Payment Matching procedure 
pressed the button Information. This error only occurred if you used other languages than Swedish or 
English. 

� SSÖG-8P4ABD - Incorrect VAT amount was exported for EDI invoices in all Global invoice formats when 
you had alternate Alternate unit. 

� BKNN-8P6E77 - If you in the Register Invoices Directly procedure saved an Invoice row by using Ctrl + S 
before any extra rows were created (for example Underlying parts to Fictitious parts), MONITOR would shut 
down with a program error. 

� AFOG-8P9M6W - The Print Shipping Documents procedure couldn’t manage the option "No form" instead of 
"Zebra STE (PSI)" in the setting "Type of shipping document printer" on the Sales tab in the Settings 
procedure. 

� SSÖG-8PCH99 - MONITOR was shut down with a program error if you sent e-mails with Order 
confirmations from the Register Customer Order procedure. This error could occur if you had a non-valid 
"Customer-specific EDI Link for order respones (0=default)" set under Extra Info on the Customer. 

� ÖBRN-8PCKEK - The list type Check standard prices in the Price Change Log procedure displayed incorrect 
value in the CR % column when the order was in foreign currency. 

� FOHN-8PDEG6 - The field WH (Warehouse) was displayed on an incorrect position in the Customer Order 
Info procedure if you used the Adaptation 320 (Warehouse per order row). The WH field was displayed first 
on the row under the Pos field. 

� JWEN-8PKJSW - An error message was displayed in the supplement Customer Order Transfer if you made 
changes on a transferred order directly when you hade saved it in the Sales Company. 

� SSÖG-8PSGZA - The information about VAT Information in the xml files generated in the Print EDI Invoices 
procedure will now depend on the combination of the settings Export cust and EU cust in the Update 
Customer procedure. 

� AFOG-8PXBKM - The separator in the bar code for DB Schenker was incorrect. 

� FOHN-8Q29XQ - News: The new routing code DSV ver 120102 is implemented. 
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Inventory 

� JWEN-8GQJUV - News: Now it is made more obvious that it is not possible to link documents to Revision on 
parts without open the Revision button. If a linked document already exists, it’s possible to link several 
documents without opening the Revision button first. 

� BSAN-8MDG8N - If you entered a letter in the Quantity field on an order row in the Register Stock Order 
procedure, a lock in the program could occur. This correction only affects systems with the supplement 
Warehouse management. 

� JELA-8MDJBN - It wasn’t possible to generate Manufacturing orders from the Refill List – VMI procedure 
when you used Warehouse management, problems when updating the window occurred. 

� BSAN-8ML8YK - The Inventory Value List procedure with the option "Show turnover ratio", always 
displayed the turnover ratios loaded on the main warehouse, if these values were missing weren’t the 
values loaded on other warehouses displayed. This correction only affects systems with the supplement 
Warehouse management. 

� KJAN-8P5HPU - Manufacturing orders got incorrect Customer order rows linked in the Refill List – VMI 
procedure if the Parts had Text rows. 

� KJAN-8P9C8Y - Problems with calculations occurred in the Refill List - VMI procedure with Qty/pkge 0 on 
parts. 

� JLIN-8P9KBX - If you used the Price alternative FIFO when you made an inventory valuation, the Price each 
could be incorrect if the Stock balance was created by previous arrival reportings and later used the Undo 
Arrival Reporting procedure to undo any of the following arrival reportings. 

 

� MWIK-8PKLMR -  

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8MXJFA - The Recording Terminal procedure was shut down with a program error if you tried to sort 
the list with historical time balances, for instance the Flex time. 

Accounting 

� LREM-8LQBTA - If transactions were coded with both lower and upper case letters in the codes for the sub 
objects, several reports were displayed, for instance one for the project S1 and another for project s1 in 
the Report Generator. A correction is made in the Report Generator when classifying on Cost center, Cost 
unit and Project to prevent this. 

� KFTM-8NNCYQ - When you exported the VAT-report to file, the field for Input VAT was managed 
incorrectly. This error made it impossible to upload the VAT declarations on the Swedish Tax Agency’s 
website. 

� ÖBRN-8PQBYA - The cursor was positioned in incorrect field when you opened the Balance Report. Now the 
cursor will be positioned in the Date field when you open the procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8PREDK - If you entered a date (that is not a date in current year) in the Scheduled Depreciation 
procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

General Settings 

� ÖBRN-8J2JPJ - News: Now you can select Chinese forms in the Company Info procedure. The Chinese 
order forms will be displayed with Vat included on the order rows. 

� SOLN-8MX9ET - News: A predefined start page is now added as standard and is used in those cases where 
no start page has been configured or selected in the Configuration Start Page procedure. This start page is 
included as the fourth alternative for the start page.  
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� The order is as follows: 

� 1. Start page configured for the user  

� 2. Start page configured for the group that the user is included in 

� 3. Start page selected as general start page  

� 4. Start page that by Monitor has been defined as the default start page. 

� ÖBRN-8NUEVH - It wasn’t possible to "lock" the column Product group in the Product Group procedure 
when you scrolled sideways in the table. 

� LREM-8NXEWN - The coding for material and stock wasn’t always saved on the Sales acct. tab in the 
Product Groups procedure. 

� SOLN-8Q8ADR - The example images of logotypes that are included at the delivery of MONITOR could by 
mistake become printed on forms. This occurred when the setting to use logotype had been activated and 
there was no own logotype in the ini-folder. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� BKNN-8NQB7G - When you used the supplement MONITOR Authorize to authorize supplier invoices, the 
Reminder that invoice is to be authorized was opened 60 timed too fast. This error occurred because it 
counted in seconds instead of minutes. 

� ÖBRN-8NXHRU - The handling of PDF-files is improved in the supplement Electronic Invoice Management 
(EIM). There was for instance an error when displaying some types of PDF-files. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8PCHR5 - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you used Save as… on a configured 
customer order in the Register Customer Order procedure and directly deleted a configured order row on 
the newly created order. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8PJD4V - The price on Selection groups in configurations wasn’t recalculated when the Customer 
order was registered in another currency than the system currency. 

� CSIG-8PPGNL - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you registered an order with a 
configured part when the Setting "Cost price/standard price alt. in the config. window" was set on another 
price alternative than Standard price. 

� CSIG-8PPHL9 - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if a configuration contained a Part with 
the value NULL in the Name. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8PQKUR - In procedures where the product configurator is used, the following problem occurred. If a 
variable value or a selection in a selection group was included in another selection in a mandatory selection 
group this resulted in that the selection that is to fulfil the criteria, was not selected. 


